Lighting Controls Group
LIGHTING CONTROLS GROUP
Setting the mood for any occasion in every room
Light defines every feature in a home, and, through
variation, can even change a room’s personality. By
artfully controlling lighting, a room or zone can take
on many levels of involvement, from intimacy to
excitement.
Leviton Integrated Networks takes care of the “control”
aspect by providing three levels of advanced lighting
products aimed at bringing more comfort and style to
the two primary segments of the home:
the living areas, and
the bed and bath
areas. Living Director
upgrades kitchens,
dining rooms,
offices, dens and
hallways, with stylish
controls for lighting
fixtures and ceiling fans. Bed & Bath focuses on bedrooms, bathrooms, associated hallways and common
areas, with controls specifically designed for these
applications. Together, these two innovations transform the home into an environment suitable for entertaining, working, relaxing, and much more.
Cinema Style is an option that can equip a home theater with a theatrical-grade intelligent lighting system
that's at home with any video presentation, from
casual channel-surfing to feature-length films.
Lighting Magic saves time by
providing “hands-free” occupancy and motion-sensing
ON/OFF activation in critical
walk-through and walk-in
areas such as garages, laundries, hallways and closets. In
garages, Lighting Magic also
provides extra safety by turning entry lights ON before
anyone gets out of the vehicle.

These Lighting Control upgrades do more than add
ambience. They also add value. Even at modest settings, dimmers save energy and increase light-bulb
life, while occupancy / motion sensors turn lights ON
only when needed.
All Leviton Lighting Controls are inspired by the
Leviton commercial and architectural lighting systems appearing in art galleries, hotels, fine restaurants
and other high-profile venues. All are built to a higher
level of quality, with superior on-board filtering technology, precision control features, air-gap internal
switching, encapsulated gold surfaced contacts and
improved heat-dissipation design. The result is a line
of lighting controls designed for the life of the home
and built to withstand the rigors of everyday use.

Traditional Lighting Group
Classic and unobtrusive toggle
styling hides advanced lighting
technology that provides
extraordinary control from ordinary-looking controls. Based on
Leviton’s ToggleTouch™ lighting
control, the Traditional Group is
a masterpiece of digital design
in a timeless setting.
ToggleTouch uses digital electronics and Touch Pad technology to provide fingertip-control
dimming with advanced features such as preset dimming and soft-ON. Protected memory ensures that
each ToggleTouch control retains its memory after
power outages.
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Lighting Controls Group
SYSTEM PACKAGES
Traditional Living & Entertainment Director Package
Dimmers in living room, family room, dining room, bathroom and entry area
Type

Cat No.

Description

ToggleTouch™ 600W
Incandescent Dimmer
(No LED locator)

TGI06-10

Controls light levels

ToggleTouch™ 600W
Illuminated Incandescent Dimmer

TGI06-1L

Controls light levels—helpful in dark hallways

ToggleTouch™ 1000VA
Illuminated Magnetic
Low-Voltage Dimmer

TGM10-1L

Controls light levels—helpful in dark hallways

Bed & Bath Ambience Package
Dimmers in bedrooms and bathrooms, and timers in the bathrooms
Type

Cat No.

Description

ToggleTouch™ 600W
Incandescent Dimmer
(No LED locator)

TGI06-10

Controls light levels

ToggleTouch™ 600W
Illuminated Incandescent Dimmer

TGI06-1L

Controls light levels—help in dark hallways

Lighted Toggle Switch

5501-LH

Illuminated switch helps in dark areas

3-Way Lighted Toggle Switch

5503-LH

Illuminated switch for multiple switching

Timer Switch

6230M

Timers turn OFF exhaust fan in bathrooms using factory-set
time increments of 5-10-20-30 minutes
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DECORA LIGHTING GROUP
Leviton’s hallmark design is re-expressed for contemporary applications in these high-style lighting controls.
Centered on Leviton’s acclaimed Illumatech™ slide dimmer, the Decora Lighting Group includes innovations such
as digital timers for bathroom fans (turns fans OFF after preset intervals), and Lighting Magic occupancy/motion
sensors for hands-free ON/OFF switching in walk-through and walk-in areas. Proven in the hospitality industry,
the Decora Lighting Group is ideal for bringing style and utility into today’s homes. Features include power-failure
recovery, exceptionally fluid slide control, and full compatibility with models designed for different types of lighting fixtures including fluorescent and low-voltage.

SYSTEM PACKAGES
Decora Living & Entertainment Director Package
Includes dimmers in all living areas such as living room, kitchen, family room and dining room as
well as dimmers and fan timers in the bathroom.
Type

Cat No.

Description

IllumaTech™ Preset 600W
Incandescent Dimmer with
LED Locator

IPI06-1L

Single-Pole and 3-Way preset fluid slide incandescent dimming
control with LED indicator when lights are OFF

IllumaTech™ Preset 400VA
Electronic Low-Voltage Dimmer
with LED locator

IPE04-1L

Single-Pole and 3-Way preset fluid slide electronic low-voltage
dimming control with LED indicator when lights are OFF

IllumaTech™ Quiet Fan Speed
Control with LED Locator

IPF01-1L

Ideal for up to 1.5 Amp preset step fan speed control with
LED indicator when fan is OFF in libraries, study rooms and
wherever fan noise could become distracting

IllumaTech™ Incandescent
Dimmer (no preset)

INI06-1L

Single-pole fluid slide incandescent dimming control with
LED indicator when lights are OFF

IllumaTech™ Magnetic with
Low-Voltage Dimmer (no preset)

INM06-1L

Single-pole fluid slide magnetic low voltage dimming control
LED indicator when lights are OFF

Decora Bed & Bath Ambience Package
Includes illuminated switches in hallways, dimmers in bedrooms and dimmers plus timers
in the bathroom.
Type

Cat No.

Description

IllumaTech™ Preset 600W
Incandescent Dimmer with
LED Locator

IPI06-1L

Single-Pole and 3-Way preset fluid slide incandescent dimming
control with LED indicator when lights are OFF

IllumaTech™ Preset 400VA
Electronic Low-Voltage Dimmer
with LED locator

IPE04-1L

Single-Pole and 3-Way preset fluid slide electronic low-voltage
dimming control with LED indicator when lights are OFF

IllumaTech™ Quiet Fan Speed
Control with LED locator

IPF01-1L

Ideal for up to 1.5 Amp preset step fan speed control with LED
indicator when fan is OFF to eliminate distracting fan noise

Decora Quiet Rocker Switch

5613

3-Way illuminated switch (when OFF)

Decora Quiet Rocker Switch

5611

Single-Pole Illuminated (when OFF)

Timer Switch

6230M

Fan Timers

Decora Lighting Magic Package
Provides energy savings plus convenience. Includes motion sensor light switches in areas such as
the laundry room, the garage and entryways as well as a timer in the attic.
Type

Cat No.

Description

Occupancy Sensor

6800

Automatic light switch turns lights ON and OFF in response
to occupancy
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DESIGNER LIGHTING GROUP
Remote-controllable architectural-grade lighting that’s equally at home in a residence as it is in art galleries and
museums. The Designer Lighting Group is based on Leviton’s Mural™ and TouchPoint™ digital dimmers that use
advanced microprocessor circuitry for extremely precise control.

SYSTEM PACKAGES
Designer Living & Entertainment Director Package
In Living & Entertainment Director applications, dimmers are replaced with multiple Mural Scene
Capable Dimmers that can be combined with a Scene Controller to effect flexible, preset lighting
scenes with IR remote control over entire zones (such as an open kitchen/family room area).
Type

Cat No.

Description

Mural™ Decora-Style Dimmer

MSI06-1L

600W Incandescent Dimmer with LED locator is easily found in
dark areas

Mural™ Decora-Style Dimmer

MDI06-1L

600W Incandescent Dimmer with LED locator and LED
Brightness Display is easily found in dark areas and indicates
level of illumination

Mural™ L/S (Level Set)
MLI06-1L
Decora-Style Preset Digital Dimmer

600W Incandescent Dimmer with LED locator is easily
found in dark areas

Mural™ L/S (Level Set)
MRI06-1L
Decora-Style Preset Digital Dimmer

600W Incandescent Dimmer with LED locator is easily found in
dark areas and indicates level of illumination

Mural™ Multi-Remote Unit

MS00R-10

Remote Switch permits Multi-Location Dimming

Mural™ Decora-Style Dimmer

MDM06-1L

600VA Magnetic Low-Voltage Dimmer with LED locator and
LED Brightness Display is easily found in dark areas and
indicates level of illumination

Mural™ L/S (Level Set)
MLM06-1L
Decora-Style Preset Digital Dimmer

600VA Magnetic Low-Voltage Dimmer with LED locator and
LED Brightness Display is easily found in dark areas and
indicates level of illumination

Mural™ Scene Capable
Decora-Style Digital Magnetic
Low-Voltage Dimmer

MCM06-1L

600VA Scene Capable Incandescent Magnetic Low-Voltage
Dimmer with LED locator and LED Brightness Display is easily
found in dark areas and indicates level of illumination that
can be set by a Scene Controller Device

Mural™ Scene Capable
Decora-Style Digital Magnetic
Low-Voltage Dimmer

MCM10-1L

1000VA Scene Capable Incandescent Magnetic Low-Voltage
Dimmer with LED locator and LED Brightness Display is easily
found in dark areas and indicates level of illumination that
can be set by a Scene Controller Device

Mural™ Scene Controller

MN00C-1L

7 Lighting-Scene plus OFF and Group DIM and BRIGHT
buttons provide for flexible control

Remote Control

177RC

Hand-Held IR Remote Control provides convenient lighting
controls from different room locations

Remote Control Infrared Receiver 177IR-IWA

IR Receiver for 177RC Remote Control

2-Way Signal Repeater

Used to control lighting on more than one circuit

17100-2WY

Occupancy Sensor Control Bridge 177OC

Operates Scene devices in conjunction with any Leviton
Occupancy Sensor
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Designer Bed and Bath Lighting Ambience Package
Package features TouchPoint™ Touch-Pad dimmers in bedrooms and bathrooms, Decora Plus
illuminated switches for welcome nighttime lighting in hallways and guest rooms and digital fan
controls for turning bathroom fans OFF after preset time intervals.
Type

Cat No.

Description

Decora Switch
(Lens illuminated when OFF)

5611

Single-Pole illuminated switch

Decora Switch

5613

3-way illuminated switch

Decora Switch
(Lens illuminated when OFF)

5614

4-way illuminated switch

Dimmer

TPI06-1L

TouchPoint™ 600W incandescent w/LED locator

Dimmer

TPI10-1L

TouchPoint™ 1000W incandescent

Timer Switch

6230M

Turns fans OFF using factory-set time increments of
5-10-15-30 minutes

Designer Lighting Package
The Designer Lighting Group’s energy-saving Lighting Magic package features advancedtechnology Leviton passive-infrared (PIR) occupancy sensors that have a proven track record in
commercial environments where reliability, efficiency and aesthetics are equally critical.
Type

Cat No.

Description

Motion Sensors

ODS10-ID

Features large coverage area and provides automatic ON and
OFF light switching in response to occupancy

Timer Switch

6230M

Turns lights OFF using factory-set increments of
5-10-30 minutes

Cinema Style Package
The Cinema Style package brings a professional-quality, remote-controlled scene lighting system
to home theaters and entertainment areas.
Type

Cat No.

Description

Dimmer

MNI10-1L

Monet™ scene capable 1000W incandescent,
architectural style

Controller

MN00C-1L

Scene controller, 7 scenes

Accessory

177RC

Remote control, 4 scenes

Accessory

177IR-IWA

Infrared receiver, wall and ceiling mount

Dimmer

MNM06-1L

Monet™ scene-capable 600VA magnetic low-voltage,
architectural style
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